IMAGINiT Utilities for Civil 3D FAQ

Q: What licensing options are available for the IMAGINiT Utilities for Civil 3D?
A: IMAGINiT offers 2 licensing options for these utilities:
1.

Stand-alone. This option authorizes and activates the application to a specific machine. It works very similar to
Autodesk’s stand-alone activations.

2.

Networked. The network license is checked out the first time that a Civil 3D user uses one of the utilities, and is held for
the remainder of the Civil 3D session. The number of users cannot exceed the number of licenses for IMAGINiT Utilities
for Civil 3D.

Q: Do I need to have Google Earth or Bing Maps installed prior to using the Import from Maps tool?
A: No. When the Import Maps command is run, a dialog box will appear and allow the user to search 		
for a location. Example with Google Maps is below:

Q: Can the imagery imported from the IMAGINiT utilities be printed from inside of Civil 3D?
A: Yes, this imagery is capable of being plotted.
Q: Is it possible to get higher resolution imagery?
A: A 640x480 image resolution is currently resolution imposed by Google and Bing however, the utility
does allow for multiple adjacent images (tiling) in order to attain a larger composite image than a 		
single would provide.
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Q: Is it possible to speed up the process of acquiring terrain data?
A: The speed of terrain data acquisition is dependent on several factors including the speed of the 		
user’s internet connection. Other factors include a threshold that the data service providers will 		
transfer the data as well as the load on their servers at the time of the request.
Q: In the Point Station Report utility, is it possible to control units of the output?
A: Yes, individual control of all of the report items is possible. The application looks at the units
defined in the drawings ambient settings and bases the report accordingly.

Q: Who can I contact if I have suggestions for future utilities?
A: Feature suggestions can be made to our development team at devfeedback@rand.com.

About IMAGINiT Technologies

IMAGINiT Technologies, a Rand Worldwide Company, is the world’s largest provider of enterprise solutions
to the engineering community, including the building, manufacturing, civil and mapping industries. With
over 25 years of experience, and 45 offices throughout North America, we provide the expertise, training
and support to help companies realize the full power of design technology, maximize ROI and gain
competitive advantage.
IMAGINiT is a leading provider of Autodesk software solutions and the largest North American Autodesk
Authorized Training Center (ATC) partner. All of our locations are supported by a vast pool of engineering
resources focused on developing real-life business solutions for their local clients.
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